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Abstract
In order to target the application of Mathematics, it is very important to figure out the connection between
Mathematics and Engineering Science. Our paper introduces an example of the applications for analysis of
behavior of Eigen values and Eigen vectors in science and engineering. This paper demonstrate the important
the important of Eigen values and Eigen vectors to solve engineering and real life problems. In mathematical
sense the system matrix can be thought as a transformation matrix. With the help of this paper we want to
emphasize that how Eigen value and Eigen vector play a very important role to solve Google search problem
which is directly concern with Eigen value problem. This paper also give a small view that how properties of
Eigen value and Eigen vector help to do analysis of deflection, releasing ,stretching and compressing
behavior of  mass body system.
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Introduction
Eigen value and Eigen vector play a very important role in Science and Engineering. Now a day Google
becomes a major part of our life. If some information exist in atleast one of billion website and we want to
find those information then its mean that we are searching a black cat in a dark room. In order to search any
keyword on internet Google improve the ranking of different website according to requirement of users. If
modification and implementation is a computational idea then Mathematics makes a link between Google
search problem and Eigen value problem. These two Mathematical parameters treated as a global forum to
formulate the Google search problem. Google is a pioneer to organize the web world with the help of page
rank algorithm. Google page rank is coherent idea to organize more than 40 billion websites and search a
website as per requirement of users. Without Google page rank we cannot think about Google search engine
and Google search engine works on behavior of Eigen value and Eigen vector. If we are in unorganized
library without librarian and we have to find book then Google search problem work as an Eigen value
problem. Every webpage on Google has a link to all other pages that contain the information relevant to
website and important webpage is judge by number of pages linked to it. This mechanism is similar to find the
largest Eigen value. Hence when user search a information as an input then Google call to all websites that
contain input and this problem to similar to iteration of Eigen value. So we need to model the Eigen value
problem in which system matrix is consider as a Markov Transition matrix.

Definition:-

If X= is a vector and A = is a square matrix. When Matrix A multiplied with X
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and multiplication of X changes only magnitude of direction with unchanged direction then X is called an
Eigen vector. Factor by which magnitude of vector get change is called Eigen value.

Properties:-
Geometrically; 1) If > 1 then vector x get stretched by .
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Fig (1)

2)   If < 1 then vector x get compressed by .
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Fig (2)

Mathematical Modeling of Google search problem relevant to Eigen value problem:-
To explain the concept of Eigen value and Eigen vector in Google search problem we take a simple example
of IPL cricket team, where our challenge is to find “the top ten” by using Google search engine. Let is the
strength of the cricket team and wi is proportional to the sum of the strength of all of the team that the
team defeated. Let A be a n×n transition matrix which is defined as follows:-

= 1 if team I defeated team j.

0 if team I defeated team j.∝ ∑ ℎ 1 ≤ ≤
i.e. = ∑

For sake of convenience take n=3 and suppose that team 1 defeated 2 and team 3,team 2 defeated team 3.
Hence matrix representation for n=3 is given by

A =
0 1 10 0 10 0 0

Eigen vector of this matrix that’s all entry are +ve is (1, 0, 0). So, on the basis of ranking the best team is
team 1.

If we look above problem in technical language then same concept apply with Google search engine. In
Google search engine we have n ( , , … ) websites and level (preference according to user want) of
each website is proportional to the sum of level of all the website that link to it. Matrix A is defined as above
having entry 1 with website I link with j otherwise 0.Thefirst largest entry in the Eigen vector of A is of first
preference (rank 1) of website that user want ,second largest entry having rank 2) and so on.
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